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Bujumbura, February 2nd, 2005: 
 
"Some people walk several kilometers to the closest radio to listen to the 
soap opera".  In her shabby headquarters in the Burundian capital 
Bujumbura, Danielle Lustig talks enthusiastically of the success of Studio 
Ijambo and its popular soap opera "our neighbours, ourselves".  
 
Lustig works for Search for Common Ground (SFCG), an American non-
governmental organisation which has worked since the 1980s to prevent 
conflict in original ways. 
 
Far removed from diplomatic districts and political fora, the organisation is 
dedicated to reconciliation amongst ordinary people. SFCG doesn't dispense 
food parcels or medicines, but tries through sport, culture and media to thaw 
tension and promote dialogue.  
 
In Burundi, a small Central African country that has for more than 10 years 
been struggling with civil war and ethnic violence, SFC is particularly active. 
Its staff has organised, amongst other things, football competitions between 
Hutu and Tutsi youth and multicultural festivals, but it is Studio Ijambo 
("wise words" in Kirundi) and the spin-off Radio Isanganiro ("meeting place") 
which have had a particular impact on Burundian society. Since 1995, SFCG 
has trained people of various ethnic origin in peacejournalism at Studio 
Ijambo. The reporters make impartial news programmes, but also make 
documentaries, talkshows, and soap operas on subjects like AIDS, the living 
conditions of refugees, and the reintegration of rebels.  
 
"Our neighbours, ourselves" tells the story of a Hutu and a Tutsi family in a 
farming community who try, with ups and downs, to live peacefully together. 
SFCG claims that more than 80% of Burundians follow the soap. The studio 
also produces pioneering work on sexual violence. "Our talkshows have also 
helped reduce the taboo on talking about assault in this country" says Lustig.  
 
It is anything but an accident that SFCG sees radio as the most important 
medium. In a region where illiteracy is widespread and television and 
internet the playthings of a happy few, windup radios are still the most 
important source of information. In neighbouring Rwanda the notorious 
"Radio Milles Collines" stirred up hate campaigns leading to genocide in 1994, 
but things can also be different. 
 
"In African society rumour is everywhere and can have a very dangerous 
impact. So we try to warn our public about this, and all our news stories are 
checked and double-checked" explains Mathias Manirakiza, director of Radio 
Isanganiro. The radio station, developed by graduates of Studio Ijambo, has 
become one of the most listened to stations in the country, and also reaches 
the east of Congo, the south of Rwanda, and the Burundian refugee camps in 
Tanzania. The station wsa partly financed by Belgian money. 



Other Ijambo-graduates have also launched smaller radio stations. The 
diversity of outlets shows above all that Studio Ijambo and Radio Isanganiro 
have breathed life into Burundi's media landscape. In September 2003, Radio 
Isanganiro was taken off the air for a week because of an interview with an 
FNL rebel leader, but mostly the stations can operate freely. Above all, 
reporters know to use their freedom responsibly. "even in these pre-election 
times, you hear very few exceptions" Lustig confirms. 
 
 
  
 


